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Description 
This Ampair-manufactured 100 Watt battery charge control regulator designated the ''D2B” is available in 12, 24 or 48 volt options 
for protecting lead acid batteries from overcharge. It is a "shunt" type regulator, which dissipates excess charge as heat in a ‘dump 
load’ resistor. The D2B supersedes the SM-1B, SM-3B and DM-1B regulators which were discontinued as of 1

st
 March 2013. 

 

Key features 
• Suits one 100W turbine and 100W of solar PV 

panels and includes blocking diodes for solar PV 

• Equally suitable for wind turbines (Ampair) and 
towed turbines (Aquair, UW)  

• Zero overcharging & high efficiency (99.5%) 

• Exceptionally low gassing (up to 90% less) 

• Non-destructive micro-equalization at each full 
charge 

• The battery’s chemical processes actually control 

the charging; reduced electrolyte depletion 

• No RFI or EMI emissions to interfere with radio 
equipment. 

• Adjustable characteristics to suit battery type  
(gel, AGM, flooded; and flooded NiCad) 

• Suits dual battery systems, with integral diodes 

• Fully fused 

• Robust housing with sealed electronics 

• Charges from 0V 
 

Model Nominal voltage Number of inputs Battery banks Set point 

D2B-12 12V 2 inputs: 

 

1 x Ampair100 + 1 x 100W solar 

or 

1 x Aquair100 + 1 x 100W solar 

or 

1 x UW100 + 1 x 100W solar 

2 14.25V 

D2B-24 24V 2 28.5V 

D2B-48 48V 2 57V 

 

The charge control regulator continuously monitors the battery voltage. The adjustable set points are suitable for all lead-acid 
batteries; flooded, AGM or gel.  The battery voltage is sensed at the regulator output connection and so it is necessary to either 
install the regulator close to the battery bank and keep the connecting cables short, or to install the optional sense lead connection 
(light gauge wires to the battery which carry negligible current). Battery charging uses the 'Energy State Taper Charge Process', 
which monitors the battery for the full charged resting voltage of the cells. There are tremendous advantages to this charge method. 

Charging characteristics 
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Operation 
The need for temperature compensation is greatly reduced because the plate voltage is not constantly held at the critical plate 
saturation point. Tapering is controlled by the battery's level of charge rather than a set timer and fixed voltage as in PWM and 
other constant voltage charge methods.  The battery takes exactly what it needs rather than being forced to take a set voltage.  
With this method the battery bank can be charged indefinitely without any possibility of overcharging.  The batteries will last longer, 
require reduced maintenance and hold a better charge. 
 
As charging begins the controller allows full charging current to pass directly to the battery.  When the battery voltage rises slightly 
above the plate saturation point, the controller opens the charging circuit.  The chemical charging process continues until the 
battery voltage floats down to a voltage slightly above 13.6V. At this point the battery is ready to accept another charge pulse.  This 
charge regulation method is actually controlled by the battery's ability to accept energy. 
 
When the battery needs more energy, the controller applies it.  Later in the charging cycle the controller will cycle ON and OFF 
sending full charge current pulses into the plates.  This process charges with very low gassing, and micro equalizes the cells at the 
same time.  As the battery reaches a higher level of charge the amount of time the controller spends in charge is reduced, and the 
time in rest is increased.  At full charge the controller will apply short duration pulses to maintain the battery at an average voltage 
of about 13.75 volts.  This keeps gassing to a minimum while effectively trickle charging and equalizing your battery bank.  This 
micro-equalisation will not damage AGM or gel batteries. 

Installation of charge control regulator 
Ensure that battery connections make good mechanical and electrical contact.  Tinned copper wire is preferred to avoid corrosion 
in salt water atmosphere. Lightly lubricate the battery terminals with petroleum jelly or similar grease to prevent corrosion. 
 

1. Choose a good mounting location. The controller should be mounted in a clean dry location protected from water. 
2. If sense wires are used (essential for wire lengths over 2m), connect the negative battery sense wire from the regulator's 

terminal block 'Battery sense – ' terminal to the battery bank negative (-) terminal. 
3. Connect the positive battery sense wire from the regulator's terminal block 'Battery sense + ' terminal to the battery bank's 

positive (+) terminal.  1 sq. mm. sense wire is adequate for normal lengths but use of 2 sq. mm. sense wire enables 
lengths up to 30m. 

4. For charging two isolated battery banks, connect the sense wires to the primary (most used) battery bank.  The second 
bank will follow the primary battery's voltage and will not be over or under charged. 

 
For the next four steps, use the correct wire gauge from regulator to batteries to as indicated in the following table. 
 

Model Wire  

length (m) 

Wire gauge 

mm² 

(no sense leads) 

Wire gauge 

mm² 

(with sense 

leads) 

Wire gauge 

AWG 

(no sense leads) 

Wire gauge 

AWG 

(with sense 

leads) 

D2B-12 2 6 2.5 9 13 

D2B-12 10 use sense leads 6 use sense leads 9 

D2B-12 30 too far for 12V 

(use 24V) 

too far for 12V 

(use 24V) 

too far for 12V 

(use 24V) 

too far for 12V 

(use 24V) 

D2B-24 2 4 1.5 11 15 

D2B-24 10 use sense leads 2.5 use sense leads 13 

D2B-24 30 use sense leads 6 use sense leads 9 

D2B-48 2 2.5 1.5 13 15 

D2B-48 10 use sense leads 1.5 use sense leads 15 

D2B-48 30 use sense leads 2.5 use sense leads 13 

 
5. Connect the regulator's terminal block 'Battery 1 – ' terminal to the negative (-) terminal on the primary battery bank and 

'Battery 2 – ' terminal to the negative (-) terminal on the secondary battery bank.  Connect the regulator's terminal block 
'Battery 1 + ' terminal to the positive (+) terminal on the primary battery bank and 'Battery 2 + ' terminal to the positive (-) 
terminal on the secondary battery bank. 

 
6. Connect the Ampair 100, Aquair 100 or UW 100 negative wire to the regulator's terminal block 'Wind – ' terminal.  Connect 

the Ampair 100, Aquair 100 or UW 100 positive wire to the regulator's terminal block 'Wind + ' terminal.   It is advisable to 
stop the generator turning before making this second connection, otherwise there could be a spark that might ignite any 
flammable gases. 

 
7. Connect 100W solar panel(s) negative wire to the regulator's terminal block 'PV input – ' terminal. Connect 100W solar 

panel(s) positive wire to the regulator's terminal block 'PV input + ' terminal.  Note that if the solar panels are exposed to 
light, they will be generating power and could cause a spark when connected.  
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8. This regulator includes a ‘dump’ or ‘diversion’ load for wind/water and a separate load for PV.  They are already connected 

and are correctly sized for 100W sources. They must be used if a wind or water turbine is one of the sources.   
  

9. The charge status indicator light will show green when a battery bank is connected and red when power is passed to the 
divert load. 
 

10. IMPORTANT! – please add or remove the link wires in the small 4 way connector block according to your 
installation, if there is no PV in your installation, remove the corresponding solar link wire, if there is no wind 
turbine remove the wind link wire. PV link is on the left hand side and wind/water turbine link is on the right. 
Failure to do so can result in under or overcharging of the batteries. 
 

11. IMPORTANT! – Although this charge controller can charge two battery banks (each of which may consist of 
multiple batteries) it can only monitor one battery bank. Therefore the sense leads should be connected to the 
battery bank that is used most, for example the ‘house’ or ‘accommodation’ battery on a boat. When both 
batteries require charging the battery that has the lowest charge state will draw most current. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Connection diagram
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Layout, dimensions, and weight 

 

 

  

Blocking diodes 

  
Prevents battery banks cross-
feeding each other 

Charge controller with 

status indicator & set point 

Dump load link wires  

Main connection block for 
battery banks, 100W wind or 
water turbine, and 100W 

solar panel. 

Important! 
Retain / remove link wires 
according to your installation – 

see text 

Size mm inches 

Length 300 11 3/4 
Height 130 5 1/8 
Width 183 7 1/4 
Weight kg lbs 

 1.77 3.9 

 

Sense lead link wire 

Earth (ground) stud 
on outside of case 

Diode to prevent back feed 

Prevents discharge of batteries 
into solar PV panel 

Fuses for wind & solar 

12V = 2 x 20A 
24V = 2 x 10A 
48V = 2 x 5A 

Fuses for sense wire 
All = 1.6A 

Important! 
Remove link if sense lead used 

Important! 
Do not adjust factory set-point 
unless vital – see text 

100W dump resistors 
(dump or diversion load)  
Sized for PV and wind / water 
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Description of indicator operation 
Indicator Function Description Charge indicator 

Charging: Battery Voltage Is Above 11V STEADY: Green 

Charging: Battery Voltage Is Below 11V FLASHING: Green to Orange 

Not Charging: Battery Voltage Is Below 11V FLASHING: Red 

Charge Divert STEADY: Orange 

Not Charging: Charging Source is NOT Making Power & Battery is Above 11V none 

Battery types and resetting the peak charge adjustment set point voltage 
WARNING: Mis-adjustment of the controller could seriously damage your batteries over time. 

 
NOTE:  

1) The peak charge adjust set point was set at the factory to 2.375V per cell (14.25 volts for 12V systems). The 
ideal voltage setting for flooded (wet cell) lead acid and AGM batteries is 2.39V per cell, (14.35V for 12V 
systems). The ideal setting for sealed gel batteries is 2.35V per cell (14.15V for 12V systems). 

2) The 2.375V per cell position was marked with a small indent in-line with the slot in the adjuster. The 2.37V per 
cell voltage setting works well with flooded Wet Cell Lead Acid, AGM and Gel battery technologies. This voltage 
setting is ideal for sealed gel batteries that recommend a 14.10V constant voltage setting (see the charge 
process graph). The factory setting will also work with vented lead acid and AGM batteries, however setting the 
peak voltage at 14.35V will give the batteries a more active charge. 

3) If you move the adjustment and want to put it back near the original setting, line up the slot as closely as possible 
with the small indent (dot) in the case. Ideally you should check the controller if the adjustment is moved. 

4) All battery voltages stated above are for batteries at 68 deg F (20 deg C). Theoretically peak voltages should be 
set higher for colder temperatures and lower for warmer temperatures, by -0.017V/degF or -0.03V/degC for a 
nominal 12V system, i.e. increase the set point if the temperature is lower than 20degC. However Ampair’s 
recommendation is to not increase the set points if the ambient temperature is low and the reason Ampair make 
this recommendation is that during the charging process the battery’s internal resistance causes a temperature 
increase, and typically within an hour or so of charging the internal temperature is likely to be 20degC or so. 
However if the ambient temperature is typically above 25degC then Ampair does recommend a corresponding 
reduction in the set point. 

 
Setting a new regulated voltage, or checking the regulation voltage of your controller. 

 
NOTE: the battery bank must be fully charged to perform this test, and the divert light must be off longer than 10 seconds 
at a time. If the divert light is off less than 10 seconds, cover some solar panel(s) and stop the turbine to slow the charge 
rate. 

a) Connect an accurate digital voltmeter on the terminals of the battery you are charging. 
b) If you are only checking the unit, skip this step, and step "d". Turn the adjustment most of the way towards "+". 

The dot in the case near the adjustment is the factory setting of 2.375V per cell.  
ContinuedN 
c) c) Watch the voltmeter for the highest voltage you wish the batteries to charge to. 
d) d) SLOWLY turn the adjustment towards "- " until the DIVERT indicator comes ON (steady red or orange). 
e) e) Allow the controller to cycle a few times while watching the voltmeter, and fine tuning the adjustment for the 

exact upper switch voltage you desire. Remember the controller will switch ON and OFF (Charge to Divert then 
back to Charge) while you are performing this test, and if it is switching too fast your voltmeter readings will be 
inaccurate which could cause you to set the controller at the wrong voltage. 

 

Dual battery bank systems 
This charge process monitors one of the battery banks via the sense wires, and thus is usually the one that is used most 
such as the house bank on a boat. 

 

The regulator is supplied with integral dual battery blocking diodes installed and they should not be removed. When there 
are two battery banks (say B1 & B2) if battery bank B2 is the ‘house’ bank it should be the one with the sense leads 
connected. If the primary battery is fully charged but the secondary battery is not, the lower battery will pull the system 
voltage down to the lower battery voltage and charge it until the two bank voltages are near equal. At that point the 
primary battery will go to the peak voltage but because of how we have the voltage sensing limits set, the primary battery 
will drift back down to the lower turn-on voltage rather fast (usually in a few seconds). This can slow down the peak 
charging of the secondary battery some but it will charge it to full charge even though the primary battery is charged. 
Overall the battery with the lower voltage will take the greater percentage of the charge.  
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When using a separate diode based dual battery isolator, the controller will feed all of the available power to the isolator, 
and the battery with the lowest voltage will draw a greater percentage of the charge. Because we monitor the battery 
voltage with separate sense wires the system voltage will never exceed the voltage of the monitored battery so the 
secondary battery and the primary battery voltages will be near the same soon after the charging process starts and the 
secondary voltage will never exceed the primary battery voltage. When the primary battery (house bank) voltage rises to 
the peak set point, the charge process will stop and neither battery will be charging. The battery system voltage will drop 
rapidly at first so the controller may switch back to the charge mode fairly soon and the process repeats itself. If the 
secondary battery still needs charging it will pull the system voltage down faster causing the controller to cycle on and off 
more often until the secondary battery is more equal to the primary battery. If the primary battery is the one needing most 
of the charge it will keep the system voltage lower until the battery voltage rises high enough for the controller to cycle on 
and off. If the secondary battery does not need charging its voltage will be higher than the primary battery so little or no 
charge will flow to the secondary battery. With this process there is never a situation where one of the batteries can 
overcharge. 
 
The above refers to diode-based battery isolator. The relay based battery combiners have unique and troublesome 
characteristics and are not recommended. It is possible where if one battery was very low and the combiner switched that 
battery off, it may not charge. 
 

Solar PV panel blocking diodes 
The regulator is supplied with a single diode on the input for solar systems. This is for the situation where you only have 
one solar panel. If there is more than one panel you should use a blocking diode on each solar panel to isolate the panels 
from each other, and ideally you should purchase higher quality panels with integral blocking diodes. This is especially 
important on sail boats where there is the strong potential of shading from the rigging. Without the diodes the shaded 
panel will draw power from the working panels and cause the charge output to the battery bank to be greatly reduced. 
 
 
 

Table of revisions 
Rev Date Author Reason 
1.0 18 April 2013 D Sharman Initial issue 

1.1 26 April 2013 D Sharman Updated text and pictures for second & third diode for 
improved dual battery performance 

 


